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The U.S. Marine Forces Reserve (USMCR, MARFORRES) is conducting realignment studies 
where discretionary changes may benefit from formal mathematical analysis. This study has 
developed an optimization tool to guide and/or support Commander, MARFORRES (CMFR) 
decisions. A prototype of the optimization tool has been tested with data from the units and 
Reserve Training Centers (RTCs) in the San Francisco, CA and Sacramento, CA areas. 
 
Background 
The siting of MARFORRES units and the potential regional consolidation of existing RTCs is 
critical to ensuring long-term sustainability of the units from both an economic and a readiness 
perspective.  Realignment decisions rely on four main pillars: existence of adequate facilities; 
access to training areas; how realignment affects the people in each unit; and cost effectiveness. 
As stated in a recent CMFR Information Brief, related primary considerations also include 
demographics, specific RTC features required by a unit, and a variety of costs involved in siting a 
unit at a new RTC such as operational costs of the facility (e.g. utilities), improvements costs (e.g. 
reconfiguration, upgrading, or expansion of existing facilities) and the cost of new military 
construction (MILCON). 
 
Findings and Conclusions (to include Process) 
 
Data 
Initially, we (the Principal Investigators, PIs) anticipated that the optimization tool could employ 
all of the following inputs: 
- A listing of supported USMCR units by unit identification code (UIC). 
- A listing of current RTC locations. 
- A listing and characteristics of supporting training areas within the region normally 
used by the units (e.g., live fire ranges, maneuver areas, military operations in urban 
terrain facilities, swim qualification pools, etc). 
- A listing and characteristics of supporting base and installations (e.g., Military 
treatment facilities, Commissaries, military housing, family housing, etc). 
- Current table of organization composition by UIC for each USMCR unit. 
- Current personnel home address by UIC. 
- Time and distance plots between RTCs and supporting training areas. 
- Plots of all principle supporting road and highway networks in the region. 
- Specific basic facility requirements (BRFs) and facility characteristics (e.g., size, age, 
condition, etc.) for each RTC (e.g., privately owned vehicle parking, tactical vehicle 
parking, Vehicle Maintenance Facilities, drill halls, classrooms, gyms, administration 
offices, command suites, equipment warehouses, armories, etc.). 
- Historical usage and cost breakdown for commercial billeting in the region by unit. 
- Historical usage and cost breakdown for commercial messing in the region by unit. 
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- Historical usage and cost breakdown for commercial transportation in the region by 
unit. 
- Current RTC occupancy/utilization capacity rates. 
- Current planned facility improvements and funding status by fiscal year. 
- Historical annual operating costs by RTC. 
- Planning figures for determination of facility expansion options (e.g., MILCON, 
Facilities, Sustainment, Restoration, and Modernization, etc) 
- Planning figures for equipment transportation within the region. 
- Notional retraining costs, if applicable. 
- Indicator of disruption to existing commitments or battle rhythm, by unit, if 
relocated. 
- Indicator of value for certain groups of units to be collocated (e.g., to enhance 
command and control between a company and its parent battalion). 
- Indicator of risk of collocating certain units (e.g. due to friction from battalions from 
different Major Subordinate Commands) 
- Demographic data: Recruiting ratios achievable at each RTC (e.g. one in each 300 
members of the recruitable population: 17-24 year-old, high-school graduates). This 
number may be the same for all RTC if they are in close proximity, but different 
otherwise. 
 
In May 2015, the Principal Investigators (PIs) joined a MARFORRES team on a trip to RTCs in 
the San Francisco, CA and Sacramento, CA areas, to conduct a site visit and collect part of the 
above data. Additional data was received through September 2015. 
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Figure 1.  RTCs in the San Francisco, CA and Sacramento, CA areas 
 
Optimization model 
The PIs used the available data to build a prototypic version of Marine Corps Reserve 
Realignment Optimization Model (MCROM), with results based on several assumptions. 
Decision Variables (i.e., MCROM prescriptions): 
- What RTCs remain open? 
- How much expansion of each facility in each RTC? 
- What UICs move? 
 
As objective functions, we considered: 
- Minimize total annual operating cost, composed of: 
o Fixed cost by RTC (we used annual services cost as a surrogate) 
o Variable cost by RTC (we used the current costs of the UICs in the RTC 
divided by military service personnel in the UICs as a surrogate) 
o Expansion cost of facilities (notional $1/unit of expansion across the board) 
- Maximize total value 
o Value of co-locating units 
o Value of command and control and operations and training opportunity 
o Quality of life 
- Minimize total distance to training areas 
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Constraints 
We have included the following constraints in MCROM: 
- Each UIC must be assigned to a unique RTC, and an RTC closes only if no UICs are 
stationed in it 
- Total facility space (initial plus expanded) needed by UICs in each RTC is not 
exceeded 
- Facility expansions in each RTC are within limits 
- Limit the number of moves 
 
MCROM results 
MCROM was tested using the available data and a notable number of surrogates to complete 
unavailable data. Figures 2-7 show the prototypic results. 
 
 
Figure 2. MCROM results with no moves 
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Figure 3. MCROM results with two units moving 
 
 
Figure 4. Cost as a function of units moved 




Figure 5. Different objective: Maximizing total value, with one move allowed 
 
 
Figure 6. Data for minimizing travel distance for training.  The top table indicates what 
UIC require certain training. The table on the right indicates where each type of training 
is available.  The bottom table shows distances from RTCs to training areas. 
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Figure 7.  Minimizing travel distance. For example, unit M29484 requires “Range”, 
“Pool” and “CBRN” training facilities. By moving to Camp Parks, it does “Pool” and 
“CBNR” at Camp Parks and Range at Fort Hunter Liggett (155 miles away). From its 
current location (San Jose), it does “Pool” and “CBNR” at Camp Parks (38 miles away) 




We recommend MARFORRES validates the existing data and collects requested data to enhance 
MCROM’s fidelity. All the data available could be incorporated into a future version. 
MARFORRES planners would also benefit from a graphical user interface to improve usability of 
MCROM by non-optimization experts. 
